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村域“三化”:
新型城镇化的一条新“支路”?
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The farmlands are rugged, the roads are rough, and the field per my is only 200 kilos,
Girls are unwilling to marry lads in Tengtian Village.
The farmlands are square-shaped , the buildings are in lines, Green trees make shade,
Flowers and fruits send fragrance , and the village is surrounded by the clear trench water.

TengTou village in Fenghua is a small village in the south of the Changjiang River with the
characterisitic of watery region, where there are 339 existing farmers, 865 villagers and nearly one
thousand units of infield

Numerous honors
Glorious honors of Tengtou Village

Tengtou Village

The top 500 global ecology
The world's top ten natural villages
National AAAAA tourist area
The national ecological demonstration plot
The national environmental education base

The first batch of national civilized village
China's top ten village

▋ Two secretaries of The Party

One secretary of the Party
for 37 years(1960-1997)

One secretary of the Party
for 17 years + X year(s)

▋ 30 years, One way, Ten thousand times
In 2009, the gross value of social products and the amount of profit payments and tax turnover of the whole village are up to
￥4.021 billion and ￥422 million respectively
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Thirty years for one generation while road changes

A road of coordinated development which is based on efficient agriculture and make village industry as the main body,
the third industry as the new growth point; a road of diversified and hybrid development which highlights the harmony
and mutual benefit of production, life and ecology.
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What kind of process is this?
It was an era starting from scratch,
▌From 1965, Tengtou people went to work early in the morning with dew and went back home late in the moonlight, and 430,000 workers took part
in village construction, which changed nearly 1000 mu uneven low yield land that suffered years of drought and flood into more than 200 pieces of
highyield field which is same in size, crisscrossed by canals and ditches with the convenient irrigation and drainage
▌In 1971, Tengtou set up flower gardening
▌In 1979, Tengtou Garment factory --- the first village-run enterprise in Tengtou, was born in a converted chicken farm. More than a dozen of
household sewing machines and over ￥100fund made Tengtou village start the road to set up industries.
▌Committed to improve agricultural labor productivity, to explore the scale management and specialized production, set up the collective farms,
large livestock farm, fruit and vegetable field, flower gardening, special aqua farm and agricultural machinery service, 90% of labor force was
separatedfrom land to engaged the development of industry and service sector, which solved the problem of the liberation of productive forces.
▌In 1990s, Tengtou people seized opportunities, actualized comprehensively the strategy of "invigorate agriculture by relying on science and
education", initially formed modern a agricultural production structure whose main body foreign exchange earnings , quality , efficient, ecological
and agricultural tourism.
▌In 1992, Tengtou Construction co., LTD was set up; Tengtou Real Estate Development co., LTD was set up in 1993.
▌In 1993, the village set up the first domestic village environment and resources protection committee, in 1993,Tengtou Village was named as "The
top 500 global ecology"
▌In 1998, Tengtou seized the opportunity to develop rural tourism, and became one of the earliest villages of admission tickets.
▌In 2001, in order to activate enterprises and accelerate development. Under the collectivity discussion ofvillage Party committee, a reform on the
property right system of village's collective enterprises was performed.
▌In 2001, was elected as the first AAAA level scenic area.
▌In 2004, won the title of the first national agricultural tourism demonstration site.
▌In 2007, was elected as the "The first national village with green index".
▌In 2010, has won the national AAAAA level scenic spots.
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Cultivate the villagers on New Village Movement's basic spirit of "active, diligent, and harmonious"

Stage 4
Stage 3

Stage 2
Stage 1

Improvement of soil
farmland
Transformation of
old village

The beginning of
modern
agriculture

The establishment of industry
the reform of village's
collective enterprises

The exploration of Scale management and specialized production in 1965

The endless construction of
Tengtou new village

In 1979
In 1992

Develop
tertiary
industry

？

The village has both the tension of welcoming the
change and the motivation of watching and return of native
soil. Notonly hasthe aspect of guiding trends, but also has
the negative side;

Spirit: Active, dare to be pioneer of the
world

A furrow ploughs to the end (perseverance)

The rendezvous of immigrants with Hakka
nature

The name of Tengtou village comes from the constitution of local
residents. It is said that the villagers of Tengtou village are mostly
from the descendants of Fourier in Tengzhou, Shandong. Fourier
people moved southward to Ningbo, and could not move forward
when meeting the sea, thus settled, named this village as Tengtou
village based on "Tengtou people will go to the end (Tengtou people
continues till the end)".
The arable land and other agricultural resources in the village are
much less comparedwith boong. As a result, Migration of the
ancients without exception farmed, and subsidized the lack of land
income through the generated income of handicraft industry,
business activity. The expansion of the handicraft industry is the
important foundation of opening industrialization of the village at
the early stage of reform and opening.

Assess the situation Pioneer gesture

▉ Secretly made sideline, secretly reformed, which just become a
prerequisite for the consolidation and development of the collective
economy, collective economy has the support of secondary and tertiary
industries, which increased farmers' income, and improved agricultural
modernization level;
▉ Realized that the village had already completed the agricultural
capital construction would develop a diversified business and sideline is
also a kind of inevitable trend, which is the next inevitable stage of rural
modernization in China.

From poverty to a well-off, from a well-off to rich, the
key lies in assessing the situation, seize or create
history opportunity, speed up the development.
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Document No. 1 of the central authorities
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Document No. 1 of the central authorities

Break through the rigid
system

The Household contract
responsibility system is a great
creation

Land contract remain
unchanged for 15 years

Expand the market regulation

Agriculture is the foundation of
national economy

<The minutes of national rural work meeting >

<The central committee of the communist party of
China's notice on the rural work in 1984>

<The State Council of the Central Committee of the
Chinese Communist Party's policies to further active
rural economy >

<The State Council of the Central Committee of the
Chinese Communist Party’s deployment on the rural
work in1986>

<The current issues of rural economic policy>

Industrial society, urban China

Agricultural society, rural China
2012
2009

…….

Document No. 1 of the central authorities

Keep the steady and fast
development of rural agricultural
economy as the top priority
<The State Council of the Central Committee of the
Chinese Communist Party‘s several opinions on
promoting the steady development of agriculture and the
continuous income growth of farmers in 2009>

2010

2011

Document No. 1 of the central authorities

Document No. 1 of the central authorities

Increase the coordinated efforts
of urban and rural

Accelerate the Reform and
development of Water
conservation

<The State Council of the Central Committee of the
Chinese Communist Party’s Several Opinions on the
enhancement of the coordinated efforts of urban and
rural to further consolidateagricultural rural
development foundation >

<The State Council of the Central Committee of the
Chinese Communist Party’s decision on the Acceleration
of the Reform and development of Water conservation>

Document No. 1 of the central authorities

Promote the innovation in
agricultural science and
technology
<Several opinions on the Promotion of the
innovation of agricultural science and
technology to continuously strengthen the
security ability of providing agricultural
products >

2013
Document No. 1 of
the central
authorities

Speed up the development
of modern agriculture to
further enhance the
vitality of rural
development

Have a definite object in view, being and
nonbeing produces each other

"Being and nonbeing” and
"Fast and slow"

Paradise lost

Utopia

Cities are getting bigger and bigger; people found it is not
happy to be crowded by so many people together.
"Mask" gathering" - are used to describe interpersonal
communication by people;
"Concrete forest" -are used to describe skyscrapers by
people;
"Road is parking lot" - are used to describe traffic
congestion by people;
In the end, all negative words will also point to a worse
sentence -- "Others namely region".

The relationship between village and natural environment is symbiotic, which
is the most harmonious.
Villages are the home of human beings is the spiritual home of urban people,
has a strong humanity.
The sluggish and smart of
Transformation!

Communicate with remote villages and integrate with close
villages Urban and rural network
Space approach to promote modern
village domain

▉ The integration of close villages
Absorbed several villages nearby, perform "bundled"

Tengtou's Landscaping Company has reached the first-level qualification of
national urban landscape virescence maintenance, and set up 8 branches in Beijing,
Hebei, Fujian, Shandong and other provinces and cities, and has 40000 mu bases
across the country, whose size is No.1 in China. They have successfully completed
greening projects of parts of sports venues the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, and
provided high quality green seedlings for Shanghai world expo in 2010, guangzhou
Asian games.

▉ Enclave in remote area

development, enlarged the scale of villages, and expanded the
development space. Increase the resource integration across

Through the enterprise group, it has formed a mature modern

villages and the overall plan development of science-education-

industrial system or stable product or market channels or shares,

culture-health body, formed the open the new pattern of

meanwhile, it has a strong capacity of social financing and foreign

development of village domain economy and social

investment.

undertakings.

The weave of urban and rural network

The modernization of Village: villages' industrialization, urbanization, and the
urbanization of farmers are important ways of promoting the modernization of
villages.

Village governance: Leadership transition VS trust

Fu Jialiang/Fu Qiping seems to be
the sample of Chinese village leaders.
In Chinese political and economic
conditions, the successful villages have
strong village heads and a very long
ruling time.

Whether the village has dedicated elite leaders?
Whether cultivate a group of entrepreneurial farmers
who has the same target with a batch of leaders?
Whether recurrently leading the villagers to work hard?

Whether the village domain's later economy
development is firmly nailed on the basis of previous
development, make effective use of resources, assets,
capital accumulation, choose the leading industry
which is conforms to not only the characteristics of era,
but also that fact of the village, and expand gradually?

Village regulations
Small but perfectly formed

1. 1985-1 Village regulations
2. 1990-1 Village regulations
3. 1990-2 Tengtou Village's constitution of Education foundation
4. 1993-1 Village regulations
5. 1993-2 Tengtou Village's Patriotic health convention

6. 1994-1 Village regulations
7. 2002-1 Detailed rules for the implementation of protecting the ecological environment and
strengthening the management of health
8. 2002-2 Households' responsibility pledge of public security, health, business
Village has also established discipline inspection
commission, trade unions, youth league, women's
federations and other kinds of organization system,
establish and perfect the village public democratic
management system.
The specification and adjustment of Village regulations of
Tengtou village is mainly on social relations between
villagers and village community, the relations between the
villagers in community, and the relations between
community and countries. The major issues involving the
rights and interests of the villagers includes: the villagers
assembly system, the contract and management system of
land, the workers vote system of collective welfare, the
treatment system of village's son-in-law by adoption, labor
welfare system , etc.

9. 2002-3 Tengtou Village's Traffic Management Statute
10. 2002-4 Tengtou Village's management regulations of gambling prohibition
11. 2003-1 Village regulations
12. 2003-1-1 The detailed rules for the implementation of "Self-management, self-discipline,
and self-service”
13. 2003-1-2 The detailed rules for the implementation of protecting the ecological environment
and strengthening the management of health

14. 2003-1-3 The detailed rules for the implementation of Family planning
15. 2003-1-4 The detailed rules for the implementation of bounty"A Great Number of
Disciples,diligence and promising"
16. 2003-1-5 Measures for the implementation of Retirement pension system
17. 2003-1-6 Detailed rules for the implementation of villagers' treatment

▌Harmony and tolerance

Tolerance: harmonious coexistence, all people do their best, all is properly
provided for"
Native: non-local workers = over 800: over10000

Nostalgia: Look for the lost traditional etiquette, morality,

culture in village?
The country is the foundation of
morality and cultural inheritance.

█ Cultural preservation and activation

Scattered, flood, damage,
Fragments, a few sentence
or words

Propagate Collectivism spirit, develop the collective
economy

In order to enliven the economy, improve enterprise, a

variety of effective ways can be used, but no matter
what measures are taken, "Contract", or "restructuring",

The establishment of collective welfare, established the system of social
endowment, cooperative medical care, And make personal and property
insurance for villagers, achieved the aim that the young can enjoy the
education, the old can rely on others, the sick have medical care, each
household have insurance.

cannot weaken and waver the strength of collective
economic. enterprise system is used to get rid of the
anachronisms of people's communes, inherit the
reasonable kernel ofpeople's communes, solved the
achieved contradiction of rural industrialization which is
impossible in every village, handled the contradiction
which is caused by the separation of industrial and
agricultural, solved the problem that people who have
become rich first will mobilize the people who will

become rich later.

In recent years, the village has invested ￥63 million, and built a
primary school with first-class facilities, multifunctional cultural
centers, peasant music square, a library,village history exhibition room,
elderly activity center, etc science and education style facilities, and sets
up the "Tengtou village's education foundation", which promote
vigorous development of education, culture and sports, greatly improve
villagers' overall quality.

The Special planning of Social and economic development

A natural, elegant and friendly living environment center of Tengtou village,
A modern industry development center with aggregation of development and
ecological integration
A colorful and enjoyable mountain childhood recreation center,
A rural ecological landscape center whose pittoresco scenes change with
different steps.
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Modern service industry is
the support
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Develop information
consultation
Insist on the leading place of ecological, science and technology; realize the
industrial concentration,elements intensivism, functional integration through the
open development, coordinated development, joint development, so as to form a
distinctive advantage of large-scale industrial base

The starting point
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Tengtou village's agricultural development path in the future
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█ Our

problems exist in the new

urbanization process; does the village
demonstration have any significance?

The limitation and
significance

The new rural movement has two difficulties:
One is the conflict with the existing rural system,
The second is the conflict with farmers' pursuit of modernization demand.

Only low the head to work don't open eyes
to look at the world;
Declin
e

Decline "Rural bankruptcy"

The structure of the organization is loose,
and no industry associations, cooperatives,

Alienation Polluted rural industrial park

industry alliance, the rise and decline of
industry are spontaneous.

Will the countryside be back?

Master Liangshu-ming’s "new countryside maps" emphasizes elite
regression.
Promote new countryside movement, make rural people go back to
village is more important than make the townspeople go back to
village.

Tianhua Village in
Yuyao

Whereis the clear stream?

Rural contracted "city disease"
The new rural movement has two difficulties:
One is the conflict with the existing rural system,
The second is the conflict with farmers' pursuit of modernization demand.

A miniature version of the city
Bluestone road with hundreds of years
were covered by cement

Only low the head to work don't open eyes to look at
the world;
The structure of the organization is loose, and no
industry associations, cooperatives, industry alliance,
the rise and decline of industry are spontaneous.

Stone walls with the trance
of years were painted!

Ring roads in the country was
changed into village roads

■ Revive the rural habitat, Revive farmers' confidence of
native soil, make them enjoy the "Hardware" and relatively
better "software" environment which is equivalent with the
urban habitat, lead the rural community to actively
participate in regional industrial revitalization and cultural
heritage, make rural section get truly sustainable vitality.

Tengtou village

Can the village domain's "Three aspects" be
become is a new "spur track" of Chinese
urbanization?

The village domain's "three aspects" ( peasant's citizenship and
villages' urbanization raised by village domain's industrialization)
is a good way for farmers' development, the protection of farmers'
rights and interests, farmers' farming civilization heritage which is
also integrated with industrial and commercial civilization.

Realize the ways of farmers' citizenization is the most convenient,
lowest cost, and ensured farmers' economic rights and interest’s
personal dignity to the most based on through industrialization and
urbanization of village domain

600000 administrative villages. 5%, 30000 administrative
villages, admit ten thousand, accommodate three hundred
million, Urbanization and urbanization in native soil.

The mode of head inside and vines outside

A big tree between the urban and rural:
Absorb nutrients in every quarter

